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Fix an odd p and a field of characteristic not p, Let Cpn be a twist of the 
of roots of the unity ,upn. Then we give an upper bound for the essential dimension of a 
tvvisted j \vhich is in ter1ns of the dergee of its minilnal field over k. \7Ve 
also compute the essential dimension of a twisted Cs over fields of odd characteristic. 
§ :L INTRODUCTION 
Fix a field k and let G be a :Hnite k-group scheme. Then we ha;ve an interesting 
numerical invariant called the essential which on the group scherne 
G and the base field k ( cf. Reichstein [4], Rost and Berhuy-Favi [2] for the definition 
and basic facts). 
Here we consider the case where the order of a scheme G is a pmver of a 
p, which is different :from the characteristic of the base field k. There are two 
main results in this paper 
First, we an upper bound for the essential dimension of a twisted group G of 
the group scheme fi.p" over a field of characteristic f- p, which on the minimal 
splitting of Note that we have a trivial upper bound when p = 2. 
we show that 
where G is a twist of J.Ls and K is the minimal splitting field of G over the base 
with # 2. For the outline of this paper, in after stating conjectures 
are motivations of our we give precise formulation for the main results 
this paper. In the following two sections we focus on the of Theorems. In §3, 
applying the section 5,6 in , we will discuss a proof of a generalization for Theorem 
2.2. In we will show that our first conjecture holds for the case where G is a twist of 
the group scheme t<s. Our is based on an idea of Rost and used some facts 
in [6]. In fact, this result is a generalization of a result of Rost in [6] for f.1·4 (Theorem 
2.1). 
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§ 2. STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
Fix a field k of characteristic is to n and fix an algebraic closure k of k. 
Let G be a k-form of the group p..," the k-group scheme of the n-th roots of the 
Denote 1< the minimal field of the gwup The indusio:<1 nmp 
l;,n '-> Gm over 1< induces a k-morphism G----+ T, where group 
scheme and T := Then we have that 
1 ----+ /G) ----+ 1 
where IS a which exists as an affine group over k. By using a " OI 
the scalar restriction functor Res we see that the Hilbert 90 that the quotient 
map 1r : T ----+ is a classifying : k]. 
Remark. The upper bound does not look like a good one. In in this 
paper we a better upper bound for the case Vi!here n is a power of an odd prime p 
(Theorem ~~.2). But ·we expect that is the best value in the case below: 
Conjecture, Let n be a pm,rer of 2 and k be a Held of odd characteristic .. Then 
In the case p = 2, our main result is to show that the above holds for n = 8. 
The main motivation of this paper is the the case n = 4, 1n 
[6]. 
'I'heorem. 2.1, Le"t !c be a .2. Then 
G= [K:k], 
where G is a twist f.-L4 and K is the minimal ('I ·._T • 
Now suppose that pis an odd 
Denote Gv the of order p of the group G and then it is a twisted form 
of the 1-"v· Moreover, we have that is a of (Z/pZ)* and 
is a p-group, where is the corresponding field to the group Gp. 
Conjecture. w·e expect that 
[K: Kvl· 
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In fact it is motivated 
a general result in [3]. 
t_he theorem which is also deduced as a corollary of 
Theorem 2.2, (Buhler-Reichstei.n) The essential dirn.ension 
group order ?l/p''~?l over Q is at most <p(p -- , wheTe cp is the Euler 
UPPER BOU!'.J:[) 
In this section we discuss a of Theorem 2.2 to the twisted groups. 
We keep the notations of the previous section and our main reference is 
Denote F the of such that ~ Note that 
is a group because pis an odd Puts= [K: F:f. Hence for the 
character group of the torus one can conclude that 
X. 
For any subextension L/ F of K, the norm map induces a map 
Definition ::t.L 
and the 
~rronps T K; F and 
wheTe 
-> EB ResL;F(Gm)· 
F1cLc;l<.-
to be the kernel 
Then we show that the group 'If.:; F is a torus Gp, On applying 
the functor ResF'/k to the torus we obtain a new G-torsor. It implies the following 
one. 
Theorem 3.2. 
§ 4. TWIST OF fJs 
In this section, in order to of the main result we confirm the funda-
mental facts on the twists 
throughout this chapter. 
J-ts. The following notational conventions will be used 
[a] -the image of a E kin := k( , ka,b := k( a, /;;"" ( r- 1 ) b), Ha = a®---;=::. , 
a 
Ta := Resk 1tk(Gm), T := Resk 0 /k(Gm), r- the absolute Galois group of k. a o-l 1 
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Note that for any Held extension L/k one has T(L) = 
may assume that any element of T(k) has of the 
®~t ka,b)*. Therefore we 
where x, y, z, t E k. Now assume that k is a field of characteristic# 2. Then we have 
Vve fix two 
~_T1 (' h- K-, J-ts) = 
Lemma <Ll. LetG be an 
Then G can be '1./I.,O''''··m·pn. with a 
Note that the of [a] x [b] is 
which is induced. the canonical 
of order 4 by is a 
(Z/8Z)*) ~ X k*j 
wi{h respect to an element [a] x [b] E H1 
T(k) 
under the map 
Aut 
f-t4 -+ j.t8 • Equivalently, the 
of tt4 with respect to 
twists of fJ.·s 
If • 1·] -·- 1· + '1·1en • fv~ ~ j 6.) - ·-~ G = 1 because G is isomorphic to f.Ls· 
: k] = 2, then G=2. 
Aut 
of G 
If ab is a square, then ~ /1·4 and so we need some observations on the functor 
(-, G) is induced the exact 
sequence. 
Lemrna 4.3. We have 
1--+Gx 




Now to estimate the essential dimension of versal elements for the functor 
we need som.e invariants. In fact, these invariants are cohomological invaria.nts as follows 
0) __, H 1 !J I ~ • 
The invariant 1/k is a map induced by the norm map l'ha)k G -+ ~t4 and Resa is the 
canonical restriction 1nap induced the inclusion Gal(k/ka) '--+ Gal(kjk). 
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Lenuna .q,,4, One has for t E k* and .\ E 
Th.e l+y is a versal element the (-,G). 
J..~emm.a 4.5. is a versal element H 1 , G), then ed(a) ~ 2. 
§ 4.2. The case of the generic C8 
\Ne may assume that a, b and ab are all non-square's in k, since other cases are 
discussed. In this case, let us start to introduce some 
, w·hich are necessary to prove our main result. 
of the functor 
Some generalities to describe the functor H 1 
denote the 
Thus we can state the 
Proposition 4.6. 
X rnl. /'' v '1' b Um, /' J. 






the CA!'Ht_Hl.l.V~'l.l~ to the exact sequence we obtain an exact sequence 
k* X X >< ~Hl -+ 1, 
z.e. 
where q = (c, , [{1], b]) for c E k*, a E pE 
Cohomological invariants for which ean be found in Rost [6], are given as : 
R.,ecall that tl1e invariant !Jl is the rnap induced from the '"'"'"'r·nrm 
-+ /-l2· The 
invariant tt2 is the composition of H 1 G) -+ PO L(2)) and the standard map 
H 1 (k, PGL(2))-+ H 2 arises from the embedding 
--+ 
I r--c:· -1 
(H- I 1 ab I r;;r; ·i 1 \ 
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where ( E Gab(k) is a generator and i = One has for t E k* and >. E 
l , h . . d d " '""' [2] w 11c 1s m uce ·· rrom l:r --+ we 
171 : H 1 ---',· 
172: Hl 
Here '171 and 112 are new notations and these are induced old oneEL 
Propositim1 4. 7. C>ne has 
over 
, we get 
for the restriction map , we also have 
)= 
Thus we obtain another invariants vvhich are defined as an invariant r;2 for 
Tin: Hl --~~ 
T/b : I-fl 
More precisely, for the map 77a is the of trw map H 1(k, -----? 
and the rnap H 1 Ga) -----? The above considerations allow us 
to write the proposition. 
Proposition 4,8. We have 
1]a 
" 
= U (lV~(a) c), 
- J ( (3~ \ 
-(a) L 1 1 r ,13. c). \ "b\ ~) 
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Remark. It would not be useful to consider the map H 1 
because it the same result as 171 in Proposition 4.7. 
Proposition 4.9. 
B:= and w ·-
is a versal element l 'JJ _, 




. Then the 
'I'heorem 4.1(L G = 4 if a, and ab are nonsquare elements of k. 
For the we show that the smallest value of the essentail dimension 
of any element for G is 4 
[3] 
[4] 
Corollary 4.1 L Let !.: be a field characteTistic =J 2. Then 
·if 2 and -1 are both squar·es in /;; r 1, i 4, 
I 2, 
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